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CONFERENCE BRIDGES AT BC LAW 
Boston College Voice Services can provide telephone conference bridges to faculty and staff for 
work-related calls. A limited number of local and toll-free numbers are available on a first come, 
first served basis.  
 
 

For the Convener 
Requesting a Conference Bridge 
Requests for a conference bridge should be made to the Law Library’s Administrative & Technology Resources 
(ATR) department via email at least 3 days in advance. Scheduling cannot be guaranteed if insufficient notice is 
given. Requests should include the date of the call, the total number of participants who will be dialing in, and the 
start and end times of the call.  
 
The bridge begins and ends exactly at these requested times. This means that any calls to the number(s) before the 
start time will not connect to the bridge, and calls may be dropped at the end time. Consider adding extra time to the 
end time if there is a possibility that the call may go over. 
 
When Voice Services reserves the bridge, they will send the bridge numbers and further instructions to your BC 
Gmail address. More information about conference calling options is available on the Boston College ITS website 
(https://goo.gl/SvveSq). 
 

Using the Conference Bridge 
At the start time, the convener should call one of the numbers provided. (If calling from a BC phone or another local 
number, you are encouraged to call the local number.) The phone will ring until another party dials in using either of 
the bridge numbers provided. At that point, the ringing tone will cease and you will hear a different tone announcing 
a new caller. All subsequent callers will be announced by a tone. No codes are required to join the bridge. 
 
When the maximum number of participants have joined the call, anyone else trying to dial in will receive a busy tone 
and will not be able to get in. 
 
All parties, including the convener, can dial in from remote (non-BC) locations.   
 
Any conference bridge requests, questions, or concerns can be directed to ATR by phone at (617) 552-2604 or by 
email at atrinbox@bc.edu.  

 

For Callers 
Using the Conference Bridge 
Those calling from U.S phone numbers to the bridge can use either the local or the toll-free number provided to 
them by the convener. You should call the number slightly after the start time. If you are the first to dial in to the 
bridge, the phone will ring until someone else joins the call, indicated by a tone. Calling the numbers before the time 
set by the convener will result in a failure to connect to the bridge. No codes are required to join the bridge. 
 
The toll-free number will not work for international callers. Those calling in internationally will need to call the 
local number using the necessary international prefix. Note: this will incur long-distance charges. 
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